
Homework - Year 2   
Class 1 & 3    18/6/21 

Remember you need to be reading at home at least 4 times per week! In addition 

please work on the Year 2 common exception words(tricky words).  If your child isn’t 

confident with their Phase 3 and 5 sounds please practise these too. 

Literacy Homework –Vocabulary  

Bronze challenge Silver challenge  Gold challenge 

In preparation for next 

week’s learning in Literacy 

write out these words. Can 

you guess what they 

mean? 

conservation 

biodiversity 

extinct 

endangered 

restoration 

This time, using the same 

words:  

conservation 

biodiversity 

extinct 

endangered 

restoration 

Write out the meaning of 

each word. 

Now write these words 

into grammatically 

correct sentences to put 

their meaning into 

context. 

 

Numeracy Homework – Creating number sentences and multiplication 

Bronze challenge Silver challenge  Gold challenge 

Draw arrays or images 

to match these number 

statements: 

2x3= 

3x4= 

4x5= 

5x10= 

6x3= 

7x5= 

Calculate these 

multiplication calculations: 

(draw arrays to help if 

you can’t work these out 

by counting) 

4x3= 

5x6= 

6x4= 

7x3= 

8x4= 

             
 

 

 

Joe, Sue and Pat are reading 

their books. They all read 5 

pages a night. How many 

pages will they have read in 

a week? How long will it take 

Joe to finish his book if his 

book has 50 pages? 

Handwriting homework 

Practise forming the lower case letters in these words. See how the ‘wh’ are joined 

and copy this carefully 

¶à«e[µÖ______________________________ 

¶àh]a[t___________________________ 

¶à«e[n______________________________ 
 

. 

 

 

Reminders 
 Please remember your child’s reading record and book bag every day. It is important to return 

books on Friday. Please take care of our books as some are being lost or damaged.. You will be 

charged for lost or damaged books 

 PE this half term is on Mondays and Wednesdays. Please send your child into school dressed for 

PE as they can stay in their PE kit all day. If your child has earrings please remove them for the 

day. Please remember a water bottle for your child. 

 Also please send in a water bottle for your child to have on their table each day. 


